
Instructions:
For 2 color heart hold one strand of yellow and one strand of blue together make a Magic Loop.
For 1 color heart hold single-strand and make a magic loop.
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Slip stitch into the magic circle.
Pull heart shut with the tail. Weave in all ends.

HEART TO HEART

Any red yarn of your choice.
Crochet Hook: Size G Hook
Yarn needle
Lots of Love

Materials for a 1 color heart:
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Abbreviations:
TC: Triple Crochet
DC: Double Crochet
CH: Chain
ST: Stitch
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Magic Loop Technique:
1. Start by making a loop with approximately 6 inches of yarn making a tail.
2. Hold the loop closed with your thumb and the middle finger of your left hand.
3. Take your hook in your right hand, insert it into the center of the loop, grab the working strand of yarn, and pull 
     it through to the front.
4. Work one chain in the loop.
5. In the loop, continue making the number of stitches required for the pattern.
6. Hold onto the ring while pulling on the tail (pull firmly) to close the center hole. Begin working the pattern as 
    directions indicate.
Note 1: If you do not pull firmly enough the hole will gradually open while your work.
Note 2: If you are making these to hang on trees or bushes or somewhere else, it is easier to make a loop before you
go out so that you can slip it over the branches quickly instead of tiring your arms by tienig each one up. 

Any 2 colors, for example (1) Caron Simply Soft Sunshine + (2) Soft &
Shiny: Cobalt 
Crochet Hook: Size L Hook
Yarn needle
Lots of Love! Your heart will be going out and connecting to another so
be sure to blast that unconditional, generous, grateful love!

Materials for a 2 color heart:

Skill Level: Easy (Super Super Simple!)
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Click here to shop knit and crochet starter kits

 

Click here to shop all patterns
 

Buy a Mr Rogers bookBuy a cool yarn cutter pendant

 
Click here to buy our value-packed mystery bag

 

100% of the proceeds from the Knots of Love Charity Shop help provide free handmade hats to people going
through chemo and blankets to babies in neonatal ICU incubators. 
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